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ABSTRACT
As a paradigm of computation, reservoir computing has gained an
enormous momentum. In principle, any suﬃciently complex dynamical
system equipped with a readout layer can be used for any computation.
This can be achieved by only adjusting the readout layer. Owning to
this inherent ﬂexibility of implementation, new applications of reservoir
computing are being reported at a constant rate. However, relatively few
studies focus on sensing, and in the ones that do, the reservoir is often
exploited in a somewhat passive manner. The reservoir is used to post-
process the signal fromsensingelements that areplaced separately, and the
reservoir couldbe replacedbyother informationprocessing systemwithout
loss of functionality of the sensor (‘reservoir computing and sensing’). An
entirely diﬀerent novel class of sensing approaches is being suggested,
to be referred to as ‘reservoir computing for sensing’, where the reservoir
plays a central role. In the StateWeaving Environment Echo Tracker (SWEET)
sensing approach, the reservoir functions as the sensing element if the
dynamical states of the reservoir and the environment one wishes to
analyze are strongly interwoven. Some distinct characteristics of reservoir
computing (in particular the separability and the echo state properties) are
carefully exploited to achieve sensing functionality. The SWEET approach is
formulated both as a generic device setup, and as an abstractmathematical
algorithm. This algorithmic template could be used to develop a theory
(or a class of theories) of ‘reservoir computing for sensing’, which could
provide guidelines for engineering novel sensing applications. It could also
provide ideas for a creative recycling of the existing sensing solutions.
For example, the Horizon 2020 project RECORD-IT (Reservoir Computing
with Real-time Data for future IT) exploits the SWEET sensing algorithm
for ion detection. Accordingly, the terms SWEET sensing algorithm and the
RECORD-IT sensing algorithm can be used interchangeably.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade a relatively large number of studies have reported information processing
applications where reservoir computing features as the central component. The number of such
applications is increasing at a constant rate. The paradigm of reservoir computing has been a popular
method of choice in a range of information processing applications, and various types of reservoirs
have been explored. Instead of listing speciﬁc applications the reader is directed towards a few recent
reviews.[1–5]
A reservoir computing setup features two key elements, a dynamical system that can respond to
inputs, a reservoir, and a readout layer that is used to analyze the state of the system. To be used this
way, the reservoir should have a set of rather generic properties, the most important ones being the
echo state property and the input separation property. In somewhat simpliﬁed terms, the reservoir
transforms the input into the internal states of thedynamical systems, and to computeunambiguously,
diﬀerent inputs need to bemapped to diﬀerent states. The echo state property ensures that the initial
state of the reservoir does not inﬂuence the result of the computation, which allows for on-line
computation. The key insight regarding this type of information processing is that the transformation
from the input into the internal state of the system is in fact the computation performed by the system.
The readout layer is used only to access the result of the desired computation. It should possess the
approximation property, i.e. be able to approximate any multi-variable function (on the set of states)
to any desired degree of accuracy. However, if the reservoir per se is complex enough, then the readout
layer can be very simple, e.g. even a linear readout might suﬃce.
Thus the reservoir computing paradigm is extremely ﬂexible, and relatively straight forward to
implement. In practice, recurrent neural networks have been used as reservoirs, but this need not be
the case, other systems could be easily exploited, just that they have the required generic properties.
Because of this, the reservoir computing paradigm harbors an enormous application potential. Amore
detailed discussion regarding such technological promise of reservoir computing (and its limitations)
can be found in [6]. Despite its obvious appeal, reservoir computing has not been extensively explored
in the sensing context. The goal is to perform a generic analysis of possible uses of reservoir computing
for realizing sensing applications. In particular, one can speculate whether it is possible to envision
novel sensing setups where the reservoir is used actively as the sensing unit.
The overall goal of this study is to critically reﬂect on possible uses of reservoir computing for
sensing with the following two big questions in mind (and the related sub-questions):
(Q1) Are there specific characteristics of reservoir computing that make it particularly useful for design-
ing novel sensing strategies? Can we develop a generic theoretical framework that can describe
such strategies in rigorous mathematical terms?
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(Q2) Are there specific sensing applications that could be easily engineered using reservoir comput-
ing? Given a sensing problem, which reservoir-computing-based sensing strategies would be
particularly useful, desirable, and, perhaps, even necessary to solve it?
The scopeof theabovequestions is ratherbroadandaddressing themwould clearlybeoutof the scope
of a single study. Some speciﬁc possibilities are addressed instead. In particular, the inherent ﬂexibility
of the reservoir computing paradigm (that likely contributed to its popularity) is a characteristic that
one could try to leverage systematicallywhen targeting sensing applications. For example, in situations
when there are severe engineering constraints onhow the sensing is to bedone, the inherent ﬂexibility
of reservoir computing couldbeexploited todealwith the constraints: In biomedical applications there
is a need to develop sensing procedures that are bio-compatible, where an embedded or low-power
sensing needs to be done.
The questions (Q1) and (Q2) will be critically addressed with the following ideas in mind. First, an
attempt will be made to formulate a generic theory of reservoir computing for sensing. Hopefully, the
theory will provide a basis for a precise conceptual understanding of the problem. Second, the theory
will be used to critically reﬂect on what needs to be done to engineer key theoretical concepts, and
where the limitations of the approach might be.
Two types of sensing approaches are distinguished. First, the studies where reservoir computing
appears as an afterthought rather than a central element in construction of the sensor will be referred
to as ‘reservoir computing and sensing’. Second, the question is whether one can envision applications
in which reservoir computing plays a more prominent, perhaps even a central role. These approaches
will be labeled as ‘reservoir computing for sensing’.
If in doubt, the following thought experiment can be used to decide how to characterize an
arbitrary sensor device were reservoir computing is used. If it is possible to replace the reservoir
without signiﬁcantly altering the functionality of the sensor, then such a system falls into the ‘reservoir
computing and sensing’ category. In such a sensing setup the reservoir does not play a central role.
Conversely, if the replacement of the reservoir is not possible (without altering the sensor functionality)
then such a sensing system is classiﬁed as ‘reservoir computing for sensing’. In such a setup, the
reservoir computing concept features as a key element in the design of a sensor.
The investigations that speciﬁcally focus on the use of reservoir computing in the sensing context
are still relatively few but some representative pioneering eﬀorts can be found in [7–16]. These
focus on vastly diﬀerent tasks related to the problems of the robot control,[7–9,13,17,18] ambient
sensing,[10,11], gas analysis [12,14] classiﬁcation of optical signals,[15] or structural health monitoring
(of a bridge).[16] Further, the paradigm of reservoir computing has been extensively used to analyze
time series data, and there are numerous cases that might be classiﬁed as sensing too, perhaps in a
broader sense of the word, such as the analysis of ECG electrode signal to detect a heart failure (cf. [19]
and references therein).
The majority of such studies can be classiﬁed as reservoir computing and sensing. In these appli-
cations the sensing setup often exploits an artiﬁcial neural network to process an information that
comes from a set of sensors. The readout layer is trained to characterize this information. However,
reservoir computing is not activelyused for sensingand features as anafterthought. Insteadof reservoir
computing techniques other algorithms could be used to train the network (e.g. a back-propagation
method). Ultimately, the time series data that come from the sensing unit could be processed in a
completely diﬀerent way (e.g. by using some artiﬁcial intelligence system).
A small fraction of the reported applications can be classiﬁed as reservoir computing for sensing. For
example, a few exciting applications have been reported in the context ofmorphological computation
related to the soft-robot control,[8,9,13]where themechanical deformationof the robot is exploited for
information processing. There is obviously a lot of potential to generalize and explore newpossibilities.
In here, a novel sensing paradigm will be presented, that falls into the ‘reservoir computing for
sensing’ class, to be referred as the State Weaving Environment Echo Tracker (SWEET) paradigm,[20]
and will be presented in the form of a conceptual device design setup, and a mathematical algorithm.
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Figure 1. The traditional sensing setup: The sensing unit H is used to measure certain features of the environment one wishes to
analyze. The features are denoted by r. The assessment is instantaneous. The extracted features are used to draw a final conclusion
about the state of the environment through the (optional) post-processing step.
Both can be used as an aid in engineering novel sensing applications (but also for a creative recycling
of the existing ones). For example, the SWEET algorithm could be used as a base to develop a theory of
reservoir computing for sensing in speciﬁc applications domains (e.g. ion concentration analysis), and
the abstract objects in the algorithm can be further engineered in the context of the SWEET device
design.
The text is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the key ideas behind the SWEET sensing
concept: its ingredients, and how they are expected to interact together. Section 3 discusses aminimal
theory of reservoir computing for sensing. Both the traditional and the SWEET sensing setups are
formalized in precise mathematical terms. Section 4 contains a discussion on the expressive power
of the SWEET paradigm. A set of practical guidelines for implementing it are listed in Section 5. The
concluding Section 6 contains a list of key features of the SWEET sensing setup and indicates some
future research directions.
2. The SWEET sensing concept
In this section, the key ideas that the SWEET sensing concepts builds on are presented. The essential
components are introduced and their functionality discussed. This is done in two steps. The ideas
behind the traditional sensing approach are discussed ﬁrst. This is followed by a discussion of
the SWEET setup. In this way the abstract SWEET ideas are introduced gradually. Further, the two
approaches are compared, which highlights the distinct features of the SWEET setup.1
Figure 1 depicts a schematic representation of the traditional sensing setup, which consists of the
sensing unit and the environment one wishes to analyse, the sensing target. In this approach the
interaction between the sensing unit and the sensing target has to be carefully engineered. Usually
one needs to ensure that this interaction is strong, e.g. to overcome problems with noise. Further, the
interaction has to be unidirectional, the sensing unit should not inﬂuence the sensing target, otherwise
an erroneous information can be inferred about the sensing target.
In the novel sensing approach that is being suggested, the SWEET sensing concept, the reservoir is
usedmore actively. Even subtle changes that the environment imprints into the reservoir are exploited
to infer the state of the environment. In this setup the concept of time plays a crucial role since the
time sensitive features of the reservoir dynamics are exploited to the largest possible extent. Figure 2
shows the schematics of the conceptual device design.
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Figure 2. The SWEET sensing setup features the dynamical systemH that interactswith the environment. The states of the dynamical
system and the states of the environment are strongly entangled, so that the history of the environment influences controls the
state of the system. The dynamical system functions as a weaver of the states of the environment traced over a longer time period.
It is assumed that the weaver can be driven by two inputs, the external input u, and a delayed feedback f . The functionality of the
delayed feedback is enhanced the degree of state entanglement. The setup is extremely flexible, as an indirect sensing procedure
is used: the user provides an input u, and the response of the system y is used to infer about the state of the environment. Note that
the user never needs to measure the internal degrees of freedom of the state weaver, r.
2.1. The key components
The setup features an intimate connection between the sensing equipment and the environment
one wishes to analyze and consists of the following components:
• an environment one wishes to sense (the sensing target).
• an environment sensitive element (the state weaver or, equivalently, the sensing reservoir)
• a user deﬁned input signal (the drive)
• the delayed feedback signal (the automated input)
The sensing procedure is based on an indirect sensing approach: the response of the sensing unit is
studied under diﬀerent environmental conditions, and possibly diﬀerent drives. If diﬀerent environ-
mental conditions lead to radically diﬀerent responses, one should be able to infer the state of the
environment by inspecting how the device responds to diﬀerent drives.
2.1.1. The super-reservoir concept
In the SWEET sensing approach, the sensing element and the environment are both treated conceptu-
ally as one dynamical system, a super-reservoir in which the states of the weaver and the environment
are entangled. Owing to the echo state property, the state of the super-reservoir at a particular time
instance embodies everything that both the weaver and the environment have experienced in the
past, as a unit. However, ultimately, it is the states of the weaver one is interested in: the information
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Figure 3.An illustration of the SWEET sensing idea. Panel (a): Under the influence of four environmental conditions q1, q2, q3 and q4
the system (reservoir) visits different regions of the configuration space. For example, if exposed to the environment q1 the system
visits only the points in the diagonally patterned region. It is hard to perform sensing since it would be challenging to construct
a readout layer that could identify which region of the configuration space is being visited under an unknown environmental
condition (e.g. region q4 might be especially problematic since it is strongly interwoven with other regions). Panel (b): With an
additional input, if such can be found, the phase space partitions. It is easier to construct a readout layer that can separate between
the regions.
about the environment will be embedded (encoded) into the state of the weaver. If there is a way to
analyze the weaver states, then it should be possible to infer indirectly about the environment.
2.1.2. Information processing
How can one extract the information about the environment that is stored in the state of the weaver?
Thepurpose of the user deﬁned input signal is tomake this information available. This idea is illustrated
in Fig. 3. If a suitable input can be found that separates the regions of the conﬁguration space of the
reservoir which are visited under diﬀerent environmental conditions, then a relatively simple readout
layer could be used to infer about the state of the environment. In fact, it will be shown later that the
input signal (in combinationwith the readout layer) can perform three tasks simultaneously: decoding,
extraction, and analysis (cf. Section 3.5.3).
2.1.3. Delayed feedback
The delayed feedback, or just the feedback, mechanism is extremely important. It is included for two
reasons, to increase the richness of the conﬁguration space of the super-reservoir, and to achieve
synchronization between the environmental signal and drive u. There are several reasons why the
delayed feedback can achieve this:
• It is exactly the presence of non-linear feedback loops in the neural network reservoir that
makes the structure of the conﬁguration space suitable for reservoir computing. Without these
feedbacks the conﬁguration space of the neural network would not be rich enough for reservoir
computing.
• If a dynamical system with a relatively simple conﬁguration space is equipped with a delayed
feedback, then its conﬁguration space can become inﬁnitely dimensional (e.g. see Section 9
in [21]). In general, dynamical systems with delayed feedback are still not well-understood, as
argued in [22].
• Synchronization can be achieved through several forms of feedback (cf. [23] and references
therein).
Thus in the SWEET setup the feedback mechanism is speciﬁcally exploited and further developed
for information processing purposes in a rather systematic manner.
2.2. Possible advantages
The SWEET setup has the potential to be more powerful than the traditional sensing approaches.
In particular, it might have the following advantages:
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(1) The sensing could be achieved even if the environment weakly influences the weaver. While one
naturally wishes to engineer a strong environment-sensor interaction, it might be possible
to avoid this in the SWEET setup. Over time, the environment can leave a deep trace of its
presence in the microscopic states of the sensing unit, the state weaver. Thus in the SWEET
sensing approach the strength of the sensing unit - sensing target interaction is traded for
possibly weaker but longer inﬂuence over time.
Above and throughout the text the terms ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ are used in a very precise
sense: A judgement whether the interaction between two systems is ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ usually
involves several criteria. One might try to identify a strong coupling constant that describes
the dynamics of these systems, or inspect whether the changes in the macroscopic behavior
occur when the systems are allowed to interact. However, the eﬀect of the interaction between
any two systems can be analyzed both at the microscopic and macroscopic levels. From the
information processing point of view, the interaction does not have to ‘show’ macroscopically.
It is suﬃcient that the changes in the structure of the super-reservoir states occur, i.e. that
the entanglement exists at a microscopic level, and that these changes can be analyzed. It is
possible that these microscopic changes become macroscopically visible over time, in some
observable. The concept of the observable is often used in statistical physics to describe a
property of the system that can be measured. In here, the term observable is used in the
information processing context, to describe a measurable quantity relevant for information
processing, e.g. as discussed in [6,24] (and references therein).
(2) The interaction between the environment and the sensing unit does not have to be engineered in
detail. Since the sensing is done indirectly, the input signal can be chosen with a great amount
of ﬂexibility. This makes the process of carefully engineering the above mentioned interaction
obsolete.
(3) The environmentmight change as the result of the weaver-environment interaction. This behavior
could be seen both as a nuisance and a mechanism that could be exploited. In both cases the
SWEET sensing approach might oﬀer some distinctive advantages:
(3a) Any sensor should inﬂuence the environment as little as possible since it is hard tomeasure
a property of the system if the measuring apparatus strongly aﬀects the system. In the
context of the SWEET sensing approach this requirement can be relaxed. Once the input
signal changes the state of the sensing reservoir, these changes could in turn inﬂuence
the state of the environment, which might back-propagate to the sensing reservoir, by
induces additional structural changes in its state. This set of weaver state changes could
be erroneously interpreted as an alternation of the environment state. In the SWEET setup,
such eﬀects can be naturally dealt with by designing a special purpose delayed feedback
to perform back-tracking and self-correction.
(3b) The weaver induced change of the environment could be used to realize ‘plastic’, or ‘guided’
sensing. It is possible to use the sensor not only to analyze the environment, but also
to change it, i.e. to pro-actively ‘push’ the environment to a desired state of interest,
simultaneously. (This possibility is discussed in Section 3.5.4, where an example is also
provided.)
To conclude, the beneﬁts discussed above can have profound technological implications. The
SWEET construct can free a sensing device engineer from practical constraints, and can provide much
more ﬂexibility regarding the choice of a suitable strategy for constructing new sensors. It could also
enable novel reuses of the existing sensing solutions. The SWEET sensing setup simply ensures that
every sensor is used at its maximum capacity.
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3. Mathematical description of the SWEET algorithm
In this section the generic sensing concept is converted into a rigorous mathematical description
of the sensing procedure. An algorithm is presented that provides an abstract description of the
apparatus introduced in the previous section. The advantages of having an explicit algorithm are
that the principles of device operation are made explicit, and separated from an implementation.
The implementation can be achieved by analyzing the optimal way of engineering key mathematical
abstractions. It is clear that the process of engineering will require solving a separate set of diﬃculties
that are peculiar for every sensing situation. But with the algorithm at hand, at least there should be a
clear set of engineering guidelines.
The algorithm is introduced in two steps. First, a generic formulation of the sensing problem is
presented where time does not play a role. This is done just to provide a gentle introduction to a
more complicated mathematical material that follows, where the concept of time is introduced as an
essential ingredient, where the time sensitive features of the apparatus are used actively to infer about
the state of the environment.
3.1. Genericmathematical definition of sensing
Mathematically, the most general way to deﬁne the sensing problem is as follows. For a given
(microscopic) state of the environment q the goal is to characterize it in some way. This amounts
to evaluating a function on the environment variable
ϕ = φ(q) (1)
where ϕ is the result of the characterization. For example, frompositions of individual ions in a solution
we should be able to compute the ion density and a mapping φ could be constructed so that ϕ ≈ 0
describes a diluted system, while ϕ ≈ 1 corresponds to a dense ionic solution. As this example
illustrates it is often simple to construct the form of the mapping φ, but the problem is in providing
the input: It is hard to measure the microscopic internal degrees of freedom of the environment q.
This is the reason why, even if the form of φ were known, it would not be practical to use Equation (1)
directly. Instead, the state of the environment needs to be inferred in some other way.
The traditional sensing apparatus consists of two components: an environment that one wishes to
sense (the sensing target), and a dynamical system that reacts to the environment (the sensing unit).
The state of the sensing unit depends on the state of the environment:
r = H(q) (2)
The generic sensing approachworks bymonitoring the state of the sensing unit r. One cannot access q
directly, but the strategy is to build an apparatus that can access some features of the environment by
inspecting r. This mathematical formalization might appear artiﬁcial (e.g. the mapping φ was traded
for another one, namely H), but it is extremely important for what follows, thus an example is in
order to illustrate it. Though velocities of individual air molecules cannot be measured easily, it is still
possible to build an equipment that will report on the pressure. In this example q would describe the
velocities of air molecules, while r would correspond to the height of the mercury column exposed to
the atmosphere.
The information about the state of the sensing unit, r, is further processed to infer the state of the
environment
ϕ = ψ(r) (3)
Taken together, mathematically this can be represented as a series of mappings, q → r → ϕ, that
are carried out sequentially. Once engineered, these mappings should be performed after each other
without time delays in between, otherwise loss in the sensing accuracy can be expected. Note that in
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Figure 4. The environment sensitive reservoir acts as a filter. At every time instance t the value of the weaver configuration space
coordinate r is determined by the form of the user provided input u, the delayed feedback f (not shown), and the environment
variable q, prior to the time instance t.
this approach, the concept of time is not important for sensing per se, nor it is actively exploited: These
mappings should be carried out together, as a group. If one wishes to do so they can be repeated at
diﬀerent time instances for repeated assessment of the environment. But this mechanism still does
not exploit time in any way to perform sensing.
3.2. Exploiting time to improve sensing: the sensing reservoir
In contrast to the traditional setup, the SWEET idea exploits time, and the generic time-dependence
of variables inherent in any sensing process (cf. Fig. 2). The SWEET setup exploits the fact that the
sensing environment (target) can interact with the sensing unit over a longer time period and they
can inﬂuence each other. This inﬂuence can be accumulated over time, and the main function of the
state weaver is to ‘weave’ these joint states of the environment and the sensing unit together.
Since the goal is to sense time varying environment it is essential to describe the concept of time
and how the whole system evolves in time. It will be assumed that the environment transits through a
series of states qt with times t ∈ ( − ∞,+∞).
3.2.1. Importantmathematical notation
It is easier todescribe thealgorithmusing thediscrete time representation, though this is notnecessary.
Thus without loss of generality it will be assumed that the environment changes at discrete time steps:
the time variable t is only allowed discrete values t ∈ Zwith Z = {· · · ,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · }.
In this discrete formulation all dynamical variables are treated as inﬁnite sequences of values. An
inﬁnite sequence of values xt with varying t will be denoted by
x ≡ · · · , xt+2, xt+1, xt , xt−1, xt−2, · · · (4)
and an ordered subset of such values in the range a ≤ t ≤ b as
xb:a ≡ xb, xb−1, xb−2, · · · , xa+2, xa+1, xa (5)
Such sequences will be used to describe how the states of the sensing apparatus components change
in time. For future notational convenience the states will be always listed with more recent states ﬁrst.
Symbols x and xb:a will be referred to as a history of variable x . Occasionally when xb:a is used, it will
be referred to as a ﬁnite, or semi-inﬁnite history, depending on the choice of the indices. Clearly the
most important sequence of interest is the one that describes how the environment evolves in time:
q ≡ · · · , qt+2, qt+1, qt , qt−1, qt−2, · · ·.
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3.2.2. The super-reservoir as a dynamical system
Influence of the environment on the weaver (E-on-W influence): Given a time instance t, what is
the state of the system at this time instance, rt , depending on? Since the sensing unit is assumed to be
a dynamical system, the present statemust depend on the past states: rt−1, rt−2, etc. Amathematically
convenient way of presenting this is to assume that there is a mapping that can be used to convert an
earlier state into the current one, e.g. like the Hamiltonian that describes the dynamics of amechanical
system. In the discrete case the rule that governs the dynamics of the weaver W state reads rt+1 =
HW (rt).
However, if the sensing unit (weaver W ) and the environment E interact, then the state of the
sensing unit cannot be just dependent on the present state of the environment, qt , but it should be
also dependent on the previous environment states: qt−1, qt−2, etc. This suggests that the proper
equation to use is
rt+1 = HW (rt , qt , ut) (6)
where ut denotes the user provided input. Note that by using the equation above recursively, at each
time instance t the state of the reservoir can be written as
rt = HW ,τ (qt−1:t−τ , ut−1:t−τ |rt−τ ) (7)
For example, with one iteration step (τ = 1) one retrieves the deﬁnition of HW and HW ,1(qt−1:t−1,
ut−1:t−1|rt−1) = HW (rt−1, qt−1, ut−1). After two iteration steps (τ = 2) the iteration procedure results
in HW ,2(qt−1:t−2, ut−1:t−2|rt−2) = HW
(
HW (rt−2, qt−2, ut−2), qt−1, ut−1
)
. In this way, the form of HW ,τ
can be found for any τ ≥ 1. Note that it is tempting to drop the symbol rt−τ in Equation (7), but this can
only be done after the limit τ → ∞ has been taken, provided the system has the echo state property.
(This will be discussed in Section 3.4).
Influence of the weaver on the environment (W-on-E influence): It is possible that the sensing
unit also inﬂuences the environment. Then, Equation (6) needs to be augmented with
qt+1 = HE(qt , rt) (8)
Should this be the case the proper model has to include both equations. The SWEET sensing setup
allows for this possibility. In the following, to simplify the discussions, it will be assumed that the
weaver exerts a weak inﬂuence on the environment. Equation (8) will feature as an ‘afterthought’ to
Equation (6).
3.2.3. The output of (sensing) computation
The variable r accumulates the information about the environment. This information can be further
processed to characterize the environment, essentially in two ways, by either monitoring the present
state of the sensing unit
yt = ψ(rt) (9)
or by observing a series of such states of length τ + 1
yt = ψτ (rt:t−τ ) (10)
The variable yt denotes the response (output) of the device. The device is driven by a user
deﬁned signal u, which serves as the input to the computation performed by the SWEET sensor
(the environment is also a source of input but this input cannot be controlled).
In the spirit of the reservoir computing literature the above inference procedures will be referred
to as the readout. The main lesson from various applications of reservoir computing is that the
implementation in Equation (10) is not necessarily better than the one given in Equation (9). An
intuitive explanation is that rt includes a ‘memory’ of the earlier states rt−1, rt−2, · · · anyway. Thus it is
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reasonable to expect that implementation (9) can lead to very powerful sensors too, which from the
engineering point of view might be easier to implement, e.g. for embedded applications. This is the
form of the readout that will be assumed in the following.
3.3. The delayed feedback
Themost natural way to incorporate the presence of the internal feedbackD is to change Equation (6)
into
rt+1 = HDW (rt , qt , ut; ft:t−δ) (11)
where the symbol δ = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · speciﬁes the degree of the delay. Note that ft:t−δ represents a series
of values, to be referred to as the feedback vector. Further, by assumption, only the readout layer can
reach the internal states of the device, and this is an important design feature. The feedback layer
should operate under the same principle, and be allowed to access the internal states only through
a readout layer, possibly its own. Accordingly, one could design a special readout layer ψD that can
access some features of the phase space that are relevant for feedback:
ft = ψD(rt) (12)
In the following all mappings that can be described by Equations (11) and (12) will be collectively
referred to as the delayed feedback.
The above construct is ﬂexible enough to cover awide class of possible feedback types. For example,
the mapping HDW could be constructed to take only the ﬁrst or the last value in the feedback vector list
ft:t−δ ≡ (ft , ft−1, · · · , ft−δ); resulting in HDW (rt , qt , ut; ft) or HDW (rt , qt , ut; ft−δ) respectively. The ﬁrst case
represents a pure feedback (e.g. a one-step delay is usually not referred to as a delayed feedback). The
second case is an instance of a genuine delayed feedback.
The delayed feedback operates in an autonomous manner. Once designed, it becomes an integral
part of the device. It is rather challenging to argue about the optimal feedback choices in generic
terms. This is something that will have to be left for future studies.
3.4. The filter concept
In what follows, it is useful to introduce the concept of the ﬁlter. For example, by using the ﬁlter
notation, the SWEET sensing algorithm can be presented in a very concise way.
A ﬁlter F maps an inﬁnite sequence of values u into another sequence r, and the individual
sequence values can be inspected as rt = r(t) and ut = u(t). For the future convenience the input and
the output of the ﬁlter are denoted by the same symbols used to describe the dynamics of the super-
reservoir (Section 3.2.2). It will be shown later that the super-reservoir realizes a ﬁlter. The following
notation describes how a ﬁlter operates:
rt ≡ r(t) = F[u](t) (13)
A ﬁlter process a sequence of values like a human would do. A human would inspect the sequence
of values until a certain time, in a ﬁnite timewindow τ , and assign an output value depending onwhat
has been seen. There is an important diﬀerence: a ﬁlter is a mathematical object assumed to have the
capacity to ‘remember’ an inﬁnitely distant past.
Any iterative map has the potential to realize a ﬁlter (converse might not be true). In particular,
the equations that describe the dynamics of the super-reservoir represent a ﬁlter, but under speciﬁc
conditions. To understand these conditions, assume that the ﬁlterF in Equation (13) is realized by the
following map
rt+1 = F(rt , ut) (14)
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with t ∈ Z. The question is, where should the sequence r start, i.e what is the initial condition for the
abovemap? The usual practice is to assume that the sequence starts from an inﬁnitely distant past, i.e.
that the limit rˆ ≡ limt→∞ r−t makes sense.
The mapping in Equation (14) can be iterated an arbitrary number of times (over index t), which
leads to
rt = Fτ [ut−1:t−τ |rt−τ ] (15)
with τ ≥ 1. The function Fτ has τ arguments (ut−1, · · · , ut−τ ) that are deﬁned by the input, and one
extra variable rt−τ which describes the state (of the system the map describes) τ steps in the past. The
ﬁlterF can be represented as the limit of Fτ when the number of arguments becomes inﬁnite,
F [u|rˆ](t) ≡ lim
τ→∞ Fτ [ut−1:t−τ |rt−τ ] (16)
Note the explicit dependence on the initial condition rˆ in the inﬁnite past on the left hand side of
the equation.
When does the limit in Equation (16) exist? From a rigorous mathematical point of view this is
a rather complicated question, since one needs to consider a sequence of functions with changing
number of arguments, ending up with a non-compact domain (the space of inﬁnite sequences is not
compact). Nevertheless, Equation (16) is a useful pedagogical tool, and it will be used solely to illustrate
an important principle. Assuming that the equation can be used in this informal way, the limit deﬁnes
a ﬁlter if the initial condition variable rˆ can be ignored. By deﬁnition, this is allowed when the system
(the mapping in Equation 14) has the echo state property, and then the following replacement is valid
F [u|rˆ] → F[u] (17)
To summarize, when the replacement above can be safelymade, then themapping in Equation (14)
indeed deﬁnes a ﬁlter.
Most dynamical systems in nature realize a ﬁlter, but one can easily construct counterexamples.[6]
As an illustration, the mapping F(r, u) = r produces no ﬁlter, since this mapping results in F[u|rˆ] = rˆ
and the inﬁnitely distant initial condition rˆ cannot be ignored. As a positive example, the mapping
F(r, u) = u deﬁnes a ﬁlter. This ﬁlter has a very short memory, it only ‘remembers’ the last input:
F[u](t) = u(t − 1).
In the following it will be silently assumed that the causality principle holds: the output of the ﬁlter
F at time t, given byF [u](t), cannot depend on the values of the input sequence at the same or later
times: t, t + 1, t + 2, · · ·. Formally, if one replaces the values u∞:t in the full history u in some arbitrary
way and calls the sequence obtained in this way u′, then it has to hold thatF[u](t) = F[u′](t). In the
following it will be assumed that all ﬁlters have this property.
3.5. The sensing procedure description
It is important to realize that the information one wishes to infer about the environment can be
represented as a filter. This ﬁlter is a user-deﬁned object, and in the following it will be referred to
as a sensing goal. The state weaving machine also acts as a ﬁlter. The key objective in the context of
the SWEET sensing setup is to adjust the weaving machine (ﬁlter) so that it can represent the sensing
goal (ﬁlter).
3.5.1. The sensing goal as a filter
Any sensing procedure is equivalent to the information processing task where the goal is to compute
some feature function on the history of the environment microstates up to an arbitrary time instance
t. In the on-line sensing mode, the goal is to do this at every time instance t. In mathematical terms,
this means that one wishes to evaluate the following expression:
ϕt = φ[q](t) (18)
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where the ﬁlter φ acts on the sequence of the states of the environment, and is defined by the observer
who studies the system. The collection of such ﬁlters will be denoted by . As an example of an
element in this collection, consider a ﬁlter that outputs 1 if the time series it observes up to a certain
time point is periodic, and returns 0 otherwise.
3.5.2. The sensing reservoir as a filter
The state weaver also acts as a ﬁlter, as illustrated in Fig. 4. At every time instance t the value of the
reservoir state r is determined by the form of the input u and the environment q up to that point in
time. Using the ﬁlter notation introduced earlier, one can write
rt = R[u,q](t) (19)
whereR denotes the ﬁlter object, a mathematical representation of the reservoir.
Equation (19) can be obtained by following the procedure described in Section 3.4. First, the limit
τ → ∞ is taken of Equation (7), and then the echo state property is assumed. (As discussed earlier,
without assuming the echo state property of the reservoir one would have to use another form,
rt = R[u,q|rˆ](t), where rˆ denotes the initial state of the reservoir in the inﬁnitely distant past.)
Occasionally, to emphasize that a reservoir R is equipped with a speciﬁc delayed feedback
mechanism,D, the symbolRD will be used.
3.5.3. The SWEET algorithm as a filter learning procedure
Now the ﬁnal part of the algorithm can be stated. The algorithm is designed to systematically address
the following diﬃculties: (1) The states of the environment cannot be directly assessed, and in practice
one can never use Equation (18) directly since q (note the history notation) is not known. (2) The
information about q is stored (encoded) in rt (note the absence of the history notation). The problem
is that the readout layer might not be able to assess all intrinsic features or rt , as not everything can be
measured about the system. How can one extract (decode) the information about the environment
then? The answer is simple, and yet profound as will be discussed later when the expressive power of
the setup will be analyzed: In principle, it should be possible to exploit the freedom in choosing the drive
u and, under some constraints on the reservoir, realize any sensing goal. (These constraints are discussed
later in Section 4.2.)
If one can ﬁnd the drive that rearranges the internal states of the reservoir, the readout layer
could extract the information about the environment. The SWEET sensing algorithm is built on this
insight, and this is precisely what is being illustrated in Fig. 3. In mathematical terms the SWEET sensor
implements a particular inference mapping
yt = ψ(RD[u,q](t)) (20)
and, in fact, a series of mappings that can be generated by all possible choices of the signal weaverR,
the drive signalu, the feedback layerD, and the readout layerψ . Can one choose these so that yt = ϕt?
In the context of this question it is important to consider the designs with a relatively simple feedback
layer, otherwise the feedback layer might do all the computation. (By construction, the readout layer
does not operate as a ﬁlter, and cannot perform any substantial computation in that sense.)
In practice, it would be hard to choose the reservoir R freely, as it is most likely given by the
engineering aspects of a sensing problem at hand. The only real freedom one has, is to choose a
particular input signal u∗ so that
φ[q](t) ≈ ψ(R[u∗,q](t)) (21)
The above equation represents the most abstract formulation of the SWEET sensing algorithm. As
advocated earlier, the user provided input signal does three operations at the same time: decoding,
extraction, and analysis. This, naturally, raises a question: Can the equation above be turned into an
equality? which will be addressed in Section 4.
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3.5.4. The plastic sensing
The roles of the environment and the reservoir are not necessarily symmetric. While small changes in
the environment might induce large changes in the reservoir, the converse does not need to hold.
In situations where the weaver is much smaller than the environment, one can expect a separation
of scales in the sense that it takes less time for the environment to inﬂuence the weaver than the
other way around. For example, if the environment one wishes to sense is a solution containing ions, it
would be hard to change the ion ﬂow if a small object (e.g. an electrode controlled by an input signal)
is inserted into the solution. In some sense, the environment is more ‘inert’ than the weaver, and yet it
could be inﬂuenced by it. In this way, Equation (8) appears as an ‘afterthought’ to Equation (19).
Thus one can envision situations where during a limited time interval the environment can be
assumed constant but it can still change on longer time scales (the adiabatic approximation). This
could be described by the following model (the plastic sensing principle)
rt = R[u,q](t) (22)
yt = ψ(rt) (23)
qt+1 = qt + HˆE(qt , rt) (24)
The ﬁrst two equations describe the sensing part of the algorithm. The last Equation (24) describes
how the environmental condition changes (which is just a special form of Equation 8), where  is
assumed small in some sense. Interestingly, this implies that the sensor while ‘analyzing’ might also
gradually ‘encourage’ the environment to be characterized in a desired way.
As an illustration, consider the following example. Imagine a sensor designed to analyze ionic
solution that operates by measuring the impendence spectra between two electrodes that have been
inserted in the ionic solution. An external alternating voltage used to obtain the spectra could also
induce changes in the ion concentration proﬁle. These would be likely highly ﬂuctuating, but it is
possible that over time a distinct tendency in the ion concentration proﬁle develops. Thus the input
signal used for sensing also changes the environment.
Note that if the drive is too strong then the state of the environment becomes completely deﬁned
by the drive. This implies that in the expression
q(t) = Q[u|qˆ](t) (25)
the dependence on the initial condition of the environment qˆ is completely lost leading toQ[u|qˆ] =
Q[u], resulting in a strong echo state property which is ultimately undesirable since it renders the
sensor useless. Of course, this is not a problem if one is not interested in sensing, and only wishes to
use the sensor to modify the environment.
4. The expressive power of the SWEET sensingmodel
The choice of the drive is strongly related to the expressive power of the sensing setup. For example, if
a complex reservoir is used, with a rich set of states, it is likely that relatively simple drive signals will do.
On the other hand, for simple reservoirs, more complicated drive signals might be required to achieve
the same quality of sensing. A natural follow-up question is whether for some combinations of the
environment and the sensing reservoir it is not possible to ﬁnd a useful drive. It is virtually impossible
to discuss the expressive power of a model of computation without using rigorous mathematics,
and the SWEET sensing model is no exception. Nevertheless, an attempt will be made to discuss the
expressive power of the SWEET setup in an intuitivemanner whilemaintaining a clear connectionwith
the underlying mathematical concepts.
The usual strategy of arguing for a limitless expressive power is to exploit the Stone-Weierstrass
approximation theorem, and show that the model of computation one wishes to analyze complies
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with the assumptions of the theorem. The same will be done in here, but instead of focusing on
mathematical concepts per se, these will be discussed from an engineering point of view. In particular,
the engineering requirements needed to realize the assumptions of the theoremwill be analyzed. This
should give a rough idea regarding where the practical boundaries of the SWEET sensing approach
are.
4.1. Engineeringmathematical assumptions
To analyze the expressive power of the SWEET sensing setup a useful formof the the Stone-Weierstrass
approximation theorem will be stated ﬁrst.
Theorem (Stone-Weierstrass): Let W denote an algebra of functions that map from a domain Q
to real numbers; W = {a|a : Q → R}. If the algebra W is continuous, the domain Q it operates
on compact, contains a constant element, and separates points, it can approximate any function
φ : Q → R uniformly: For any accuracy requirement  > 0 and a target function φ one can ﬁnd an
element in the algebra a∗ so that |a∗(q) − φ(q)| <  for every q ∈ Q.
Since the compactness of the domain Q is crucial it will be assumed, as usual in the reservoir
computing literature, that only ﬁlters with the fadingmemory property are of interest. This assumption
is necessary since the space of inﬁnite (real valued) sequences is not compact. Thus we assume that
both the sensing devices and sensing goals have the fading memory property. This more or less takes
care of the compactness requirement. Other requirements are discussed below.
Collection of weavers: Each sensing device, a state weaver, behaves as a ﬁlter, precisely in the way
discussed earlier. LetW denote a collection of such ﬁlters. Every element a in the collection operates
on the space Q of all possible environment histories q. Each element is deﬁned by the choice of the
sensing reservoir, the delayed feedback, the readout layer, and the input drive:
a ≡ (Ra,Da,ψa, ua) (26)
An element a acts on environment histories as follows
a[q](t) = ψa(Ra[ua,q](t)), q ∈ Q (27)
Sometimes, if the environment variable is of no interest for a discussion, tomake the notationmore
compact, a(t)will be written instead of a[q](t).
What can be engineered in a particular sensing context deﬁnes the collection. It is reasonable to
expect that one has limitless resources to realize readout layers and drives. There are two scenarios
related to the use of the reservoir:
Scenario 1: It is possible to build a set of sensing reservoirs.
Scenario 2: One is forced to work with only one sensing reservoir.
The second alternative is more restrictive. Likewise, there is an option to use one delayed feedback
or one could try to construct many to spawn variability in the algebra. While clearly an option, in the
context of the second scenario it is natural to assume that only one delayed feedback is available.
One should restrict the computing power of such a feedback in some way. The main reason behind
these assumptions is that one has to be careful to avoid the situation where the computation is done
completely by the feedback layer.
Algebra of weavers: To form such an algebra, one should be able to build larger sensors from
smaller ones, in a way that mimics the mathematical operations of addition, multiplication, and
multiplication with a constant. The largest diﬀerence from the usual reservoir computing way of
thinking is that, in here, every element is associated with a drive signal. So when two elements a
and b are combined one must make a decision on, among many other things, how to combine their
respective drive signals ua and ub. To illustrate the point, consider the situation where the goal is to
engineer a binary algebraic operation on the sensor outputs, e.g. a multiplication a(t) × b(t) or an
addition operation a(t) + b(t).
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Figure 5. An illustration of the binary algebraic operations of addition (panel a) and multiplication (panel b) on sensors. Panel (a):
With two distinct reservoirs it is much easier to identify the joint input and the readout layer. Panel (b): If only one reservoir is
available, it is not clear what to choose as an input and a readout layer.
Consider the following example, in the context of scenario 1. The goal is to build from two sensors
a ≡ (Ra,Da, ua,ψa) and b ≡ (Rb,Db, ub,ψb), a third (replacement) sensor that will be denoted by
a ◦ b ≡ (Rab,Dab, uab,ψab) that outputs (a ◦ b)(t) ≡ a(t) + b(t). To build such a sensor one simply
forms a tensor product of the inputs uab(t) ≡ (ua(t), ub(t)), and lets the readout layers achieve the
desired algebraic operations, as illustrated in Fig. 5, panel (a). However, it is much harder to engineer
such a process when the number of devices one wishes to combine increases. The concept does not
scale well. This wiring-like problem might be an issue in embedded applications, but there are no
conceptual barriers in realising this scenario.
In contrast with the ﬁrst scenario, the presence of a drive signal attached to every element of the
algebra creates a range of problems in the context of scenario 2. In particular, tracing carefully how
inputs should be combined is much harder.
Consider the following example, illustrated in Fig. 5, panel (b). Assume that the goal is to build
from two sensors a ≡ (R,D, ua,ψa) and b ≡ (R,D, ub,ψb), a third (replacement) sensor that will be
denoted by a ◦ b ≡ (R,D, uab,ψab) that outputs the product of the respective outputs: (a ◦ b)(t) ≡
a(t) × b(t). Note that, as advocated earlier, the same delayed feedback is used to deﬁne the elements
a and b. The version where the delayed feedback is ﬁxed is more useful in situations where embedded
applications are of interest. While it is clear that the operation on the readout layers should resemble
the binary operation on real numbers, i.e. ψab = ψa × ψb, it is much less clear what should uab
correspond to: there is no reason to believe that uab(t) = ua(t) × ub(t)will be a suitable drive.
Separation property: Out of all properties of the algebra that need to be assumed, the most
interesting one is the separation property. For any two arbitrary environmental conditions q1 and q2
that are diﬀerent, q1 = q2, there has to be an element a12 ∈ W such that a12[q1] = a12[q2]. For
scenario 1 this is not such a strong requirement. If sensing reservoirs can be chosen at will this property
should be easy to realize. In the case of scenario 2, the separation property needs to be achieved by
ﬁnding a drive u12 such that ψ(R[u12,q1](t)) = ψ(R[u12,q2](t)) for some t values. This principle is
exactly the one illustrated in Fig. 3.
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4.2. The expressive power theorems
The above discussions can be summarized as a theorem and a conjecture. The theorem deals with
scenario 1 and is trivial to prove. The conditions on the state weavers are rather generic. The conjecture
deals with scenario 2 but, to prove it, less generic state weavers need to be assumed.
Theorem (scenario 1): LetW be algebra of weavers that separates points, andwhere each element
has the fading memory property, and is continuous. Let be a collection of all possible sensing goals
(again, continuous, and with the fading memory property). Then for every sensing goal φ ∈ , and an
accuracy requirement  > 0, it is possible to ﬁnd a weaver a ∈W , such that
|a[q](t) − φ[q](t)| <  (28)
for every environment conditions q and every time t.
The proof is trivial. Let the algebra be constructed fromweavers with a constant drive. Then exactly
the same proof strategy as for the LSM model can be used. In fact, the constant drive assumption
cannot be avoided. If not assumed, it emerges naturally while implementing the proof strategy.
Given one can choose among many weavers, the suggested sensing paradigm has inﬁnite sensing
power. However, the constant drive assumption contradicts the SWEET sensing principle. Essentially,
the expressive power comes from the ability to build sensing reservoirs at will. Thus the question is
whether the same expressive power can be archived when the choice of sensing reservoirs is limited,
e.g. when only one can be chosen. The following conjecture describes that situation.
Conjecture (scenario 2): Assume that a suﬃciently complex SWEET sensor is given, in the usual
reservoir computing sense.[6] The algebraic operations of the algebra are achieved by combining
readout layers, drives, and feedback mechanisms. Let the algebra separate points. Then for any given
characterization function φ it is possible to ﬁnd a choice of the readout layerψ , the drive signal u, and
the delayed feedback mechanismD, such that
|ψ(RD[u,q](t)) − [q](t)| <  (29)
holds for any environment history q and time t.
The conjecture can be proven using the proof strategy detailed in [6]. However, a preliminary
investigation shows that the conditions on the sensing reservoir are much more restrictive than in
the standard reservoir computing setup. Stating these conditions in detail would require a rather
space consuming formal and technical treatment which will be left for a forthcoming publication. In
particular, the conditions on the class of delayed feedback layers assumed in the conjecture need to
be carefully analyzed. For example, one can show that a special form of time-invariance needs to hold
that maintains a synchronization between the drive signal and the environment. This synchronization
could be achieved by designing a special purpose delayed feedback. In fact, in several numerical tests
where memristor networks are used to realize the state weaver, it has been conﬁrmed that the loss of
the environment-input synchronization leads to the loss of the functionality of the sensor, which will
be reported elsewhere.
5. Engineering the SWEET sensing algorithm
Perhaps the simplest procedure of engineering a SWEET sensor is to directly translate the abstract
mathematical objects that constitute the SWEET sensing algorithm into device components. The
sensor can be designed in three major steps:
(1) Choose an appropriate dynamical system that will work as the state weaver. This choice deﬁnes
the mathematical form for the mappings (6) or (11).
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(2) Engineer the readout strategy procedure. This leads to an engineering implementation of the
equation (9). The readout layer can be constructed in silico, or some hardware implementation
could be used.
(3) Consider possible feedback strategies, i.e envision suitable implementations of Equations (11)
and (12), and the useful drive (response initiator) signals.
By far themost challenging step is the last one, which we proceed to discuss in a bit more depth. As
stated earlier, the delayed feedback and the drive signal are strongly related and it is hard to discuss
how to ﬁnd one of them without the other.
5.1. Finding optimal drives (user provided and the delayed feedback)
The key component of the SWEET sensing setup is the idea of the delayed feedback and the external
drive that realizes indirect sensing. The question is whether it is possible to envision a generic
procedure for ﬁnding these. It is likely that the choice of these will be have to be addressed separately
for each sensing scenario. But one should be able to answer this question at least in principle. There
are some ideas from reservoir computing that can be used as guidelines for doing that.
It might not be obvious that the choice of the suitable drive is strongly related to the choice of
the feedback. It is perfectly plausible that in some applications they might be viewed as one and
the same. This can be illustrated by envisioning a range of possibilities in which the user provided
input and the delayed feedback change roles easily. For example, the obvious trivial case is when
the delayed feedback is absent. The middle ground corresponds to a situation where the drive signal
u drives the device, and the automated delayed feedback just corrects it slightly, i.e to achieve on-
line computation. As yet another extreme one might consider a situation where the drive signal u is
completely absorbed into the delayed feedback. The delayed feedback mapping, Equations (11) and
(12), can be designed to automatically produce an approximation to u.
One should critically reﬂect on whether the feedback is doing all the sensing and not the sensing
reservoir, e.g. by comparing the computational complexity of the delayed feedback and the sensing
reservoir components. These considerations might be extremely important in the context of embed-
ded sensing. Thus an embedded sensing application will likely require other forms of feedback than
other non-embedded versions of sensing.
A straight forward strategy of choosing useful feedback mechanisms is to speciﬁcally pick the
ones that can increase the quality of the sensing reservoir. The issue of the reservoir quality has been
addressed in the literature, and there are several criteria that could be targeted. However, the most
important gross feature thatmakes a good reservoir is the non-linearity of the dynamics. This is exactly
the mechanism that the Echo State Network paradigm exploits. It is a well-known insight that one
does not need to train the full recurrent neural network, just its readout layer, provided the network
is complex enough. Clearly the ‘intelligence’ that performs computation is stored in intricate feedback
loops of such networks. There is clearly an option of adding such loops explicitly if they are not present.
The SWEET sensing setup exploits this fact in a rather systematic manner.
5.2. Genericmodes of using the sensor
The expressive power of the SWEET sensing setup has been investigated starting from the mathemat-
ical side of the problem, which was followed by the analysis of the related engineering issues. Here,
the goal is to start from the entirely opposite point of view, and start from concrete practical problems.
There are two ways to exploit the SWEET sensing setup, and to describe them some terminology from
the machine learning ﬁeld will be used: supervised versus unsupervised learning strategy.
In the supervisedmode the user tests the device against known environmental conditions. A typical
example would be a classiﬁcation problem, where one wishes to classify an unknown environment in
terms of a ﬁnite number of classes. To do this, one trains the sensor on a known class of environmental
conditions, and use it later to generalize on an unknown environment.
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The key point is that in a supervised learning setup one is given an opportunity to search for the
right input signals together with a suitable delayed feedback by observing the output of the sensor
under the knownenvironmental conditions. The trainingprocedure consists of the following: The input
signal is altered until the agreement is found with the desired output of the computation (sensing).
Clearly, having a theory of device operation is invaluable, as this can be done through simulation, on
the computer, by re-using the numerous techniques available in the machine learning literature, but
with a limitation that one should exploit the ones that deal with time series data analysis. It would
be hard to provide a generic discussion how this can be done, but as an illustration, consider the
following.
The simplest technique to ﬁnd the signals and the feedback mechanism is to use the exhaustive
random search: one simply tries signals at random until an agreement is found. It is further possible
to augment such a random search procedure with a guidance by exploiting genetic algorithms. For
example, in the context of SWEET sensing setup, the genetic algorithm approach can be implemented
in a rather straight forward manner: one simply needs to realize the usual mutation and crossing
operations on the space of drive signals and feedback mechanisms.
In the unsupervised learningmode, the user does not have any information about the environment.
Instead, the goal is to infer a probability distribution of the environmental signals. Again, there are
several techniques from machine learning that might be re-used in the SWEET sensing context that
would have to be adapted to the time series data analysis. There are many possibilities.
Example 1: As an illustration consider the following. One could use an artiﬁcial neural network to
realize the delayed feedback by using the Hebbian learning rule. All the input to the device is provided
by the feedback signal. The external drive signal is absent. Any other system could be used instead of
the neural network, provided it exhibits a form of synaptic plasticity (e.g. allows for an implementation
of the Hebbian learning). Then, the trends in the dynamics that are persistent will be emphasized, ﬁrst
in the delayed feedback object, and then self consistently with the environment.
Example 2: In connection with Example 1, one could also try a hybrid method, a combination of
supervised and unsupervised learning. In particular, the recent success of deep learning techniques
illustrated that such a combination can be very powerful. In the context of the SWEET sensing setup
this would imply that the unsupervised learning step would be used to extract classes of typical
environmental signals. Then, in the ﬁnal supervised learning step, these classes would be labeled.
6. Discussion
A novel concept of sensing has been introduced, the SWEET sensing setup, and described both at
the intuitive level, and in precise mathematical terms. Some key features of the setup are highlighted
below.
Owing to the lack of demands on the speciﬁc sensor-environment interaction, the SWEET sensing
approach is ﬂexible and could be used in a range of sensing applications where an environment
of interest needs to be analyzed over time. Intuitively, the key idea that the SWEET sensing setup
is built on is to trade a weak instantaneous interaction between the sensor and the environment,
with a prolonged, possibly much weaker, interaction over time. The ideas presented in Fig. 2 can
be used as guidelines to build an actual device. The SWEET sensing algorithm (Equation 21 and the
related constructs) has been proposed as a way of representing the intuitive concepts illustrated in
the ﬁgure as well-deﬁed mathematical objects. Then, these objects can be engineered in the context
of each speciﬁc sensing application. Ultimately, the algorithm can be viewed as a ‘user manual’ for
implementing the SWEET sensing idea. Situations in which the SWEET sensing approach could be
used with an advantage (over the traditional sensing setup) might include sensing problems where
engineering suitable environment-sensor interactions is problematic due to technological limitations
(e.g. as in embedded applications), or when the sensor is made of dynamical components with many
degrees of freedom, with weak, unknown, or random interactions.
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As a concept, indirect sensing is not widely used. Most applications exploit the liner response
theory, which are indeed numerous. It is somewhat surprising that the possibilities of going beyond
the linear response theory suggested in here have not been extensively investigated. An interesting
application of indirect sensing has been suggested in [17]. The sensing procedureworks bymonitoring
the changes in the structure of the feedback apparatus that controls the robot (e.g. by tracing over
time the changes in motor torques, acceleration of the robot body, pressure sensor values).
The SWEET sensing setup features a speciﬁc implementation of indirect sensing, in the form of
a generic extension of the linear response theory to time series data analysis. The SWEET equation
(Equation 21, and the relatedmathematical expressions) is a concise description of this generalization.
The question is whether other implementations are possible. It will be argued that to implement an
indirect sensing approach one is more or less forced to adopt the SWEET equation. In some sense, the
generic sensing hardware setup in Fig. 2, naturally encourages the mode of operation represented by
the SWEET equation.
As an illustration of the above claims, assume that the goal is to make the indirect sensing concept
of the SWEET equation as explicit and as generic as possible: An input u is provided to the system,
and the response of the system depends on the state of the system rt at a particular time instance. By
assumption, there is a way to engineer amapping that to every input u assigns an output y depending
of the state of the sensing reservoir:
y = G(rt , u) (30)
The symbol G describes a ‘gate’ like function which is not necessarily linear. Such non-linear gates
are frequently used in molecular electronics (e.g. the Nanocell construct suggested in [25] is a typical
example), and have attracted a considerable attention as programmable gates. Interestingly, despite
a possibility to use them for sensing, such non-linear gates have not been extensively studied for that
purpose in the literature.
In the simplest setup, the non-linear gate construct could be used for sensing as follows. A natural
procedure is to perform a series of measurements, where a user deﬁned input, a real number u ∈ R,
is provided and the output is recorded, also a real number y ∈ R. By analyzing a large number of
(u, y) pairs obtained this way, one should be able to infer about the state of the reservoir rt (and
subsequently use this information to assess the state of the environment qt ). Exactly the same ideas
are used in the linear response theory where the output is related to the input through a response
function χ (instead of the non-linear function G).
In continuous time representation, and assuming time invariance, the fundamental equation is
y(t) = ∫ t−∞ χ(t − t′)u(t′)dt′. What makes the linear response theory interesting is that the response
function χ(t) can be used to gain information about the system owing to the known connection
between the response function χ and some properties of the system in equilibrium (the Kubo
formula). [26] By having a model for χ and by measuring it, one infers the properties of the system.
Here, the goal is to generalize this idea of indirect measurement in the context of the time series data
analysis.
Ideally, one would like to measure as many (u, y) pairs as possible for a ﬁxed t. This is the most
generic indirect sensing setup. Though being perfectly feasible, there are two issues with this setup:
• It might be very hard to engineer a reservoir that can be driven this way, without altering its state
rt . Thus, probably, the idea of repeatedly performing (u, y) measurements at a ﬁxed t has to be
given up. In the SWEET setup, this is acknowledged by assuming that the drive indeed changes
the state of the system (cf. Equation 19).
• The responsiveness of the gatemight be a problem. For example, the output could be extremely
sensitive to input for some values of rt but it could also be insensitive for other values, and
the eﬃciency of the analysis might depend strongly on the part of the conﬁguration space the
system occupies. In the SWEET setup these issues are circumvented by weaving the states of the
environment and the sensing reservoir over time. Essentially, the SWEET algorithm is built by
generalizing Equation (30) to account for state histories, i.e by emphasizing the ﬁlter construct.
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While it is known from the literature that a delayed feedback leads to a more complex dynamical
behavior, the idea to carefully engineer a (delayed) feedback mechanism for information processing
purposes seems to be unexplored, despite several pioneering eﬀorts reported in the literature. For
example, in the context of reservoir computing the idea has been explored in a series of papers [8,19,
27–29] where the delayed feedback was used to increase the complexity of the reservoir. In [30], and
a subsequent series of publications, the idea of using time-varying feedback was investigated in the
context of neuromorphic computing. In the SWEET sensing setup, the delayed feedbackmechanism is
used to achieve speciﬁc functionalities: to synchronize the drive u and the environment q signals, and
to ensure stronger weaving of states. It has been argued that the drive signal u, is just another face of
the automatic delayed feedback mechanism, but they do play distinct roles.
The SWEET sensor can operate in twomajor modes: supervised and unsupervised. The ﬁrst mode is
useful in situations where it is possible to ‘train’ the sensor against a set of known environmental
conditions, where one simply wishes sensor to generalize: to label an unknown environmental
condition in a meaningful way. For example, a goal could be to identify deviations from the stationary
state (two classes: ‘in equilibrium’, or ‘out of equilibrium’). An unsupervised mode can be used to
extract features from an unknown (stationary) environment. For example, if one wishes to extract
typical environmental conditions.
Owing to the possibility of choosing the drive signal freely, a SWEET sensor could be adjusted
(‘programmed’) for diﬀerent sensing goals. In particular, if the state weaver can inﬂuence the environ-
ment an additional type of sensing applications can envisioned. A form of ‘plastic sensing’ or ‘guided
sensing’ could be performed. While the drive signal is being learned the environment could slowly
change. Thus in this setup the drive is used to achieve two things: to ‘force’ the environment to ‘reveal’
itself and, at the same time, ‘guide’ the environment to a certain state.
The SWEET sensing approach is generic and it could be applied to a variety of situations. For
example, the related algorithm has been represented in the form of an algorithmic template in the
sense that each instance of the algorithm exploitation (either for theoretical or experimental work)
will require an implementation of some ‘free elements’. These application dependent elements of the
algorithm are the functions that describe various aspects of the dynamics, e.g. HW , HE and would have
to be engineered for a speciﬁc sensing problem, or assumed if theoretical modeling is done (e.g. to aid
in optimizing the sensor performance).
It is perfectly possible to adopt a pragmatic point of viewanduse the SWEET setupwithoutworrying
about its expressive power. A careful engineering of the equipment in each speciﬁc sensing situation
usually leaves a lot of maneuvering space to achieve greater sensing power. However, an attempt has
been made to address the following principal question(s): What are the limits of the SWEET sensing
approach? Is it possible to identify classes of sensing applications that cannot be solved this way? This
was done using intuitive reasoning as much as possible, while sill maintaining a clear connection with
an underlying mathematical rigor that provided the background for the discussion.
It has been argued that the sensing paradigm has an inﬁnite expressive power which, however,
comes at a price: When compared to the classical reservoir computing setup, the conditions on the
state weaver (the sensing reservoir) are more restrictive in the sense that in addition to the reasonably
generic echo state and separation properties, one needs to assume that there is a mechanism to
maintain the synchronization between the environmental and input signals, which can be realized by
using the delayed feedback. The question is whether the unlimited expressive power is possible if a
computationally limited class of delayed feedbacks is assumed. Thiswill be investigated in forthcoming
publications.
Note
1. The super-reservoir concept was conceived in the period 2013–2014 during the proposal preparation process for
the RECORD-IT project, which exploits and further develops the SWEET sensing algorithm in the context of ion
detection. The goal is to build a proof of the concept device, essentially an ion-sensitive reservoir, and exploit
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the SWEET sensing algorithm to characterize the distribution of ions in various physiological solutions. One can
envision numerous technological applications of the RECORD-IT apparatus in a range of areas such as medicine
or biotechnology.
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